




Tristan
They/Them

“I did not, and would not choose the
body I have, but I can appreciate it’s
strengths while being disappointed that
I’m not a sick ass robot”

Instagram@thewinterfae





Francesca
She/Her

“For a long time I liked to pretend my
body didn’t exist. I don’t have that
luxury anymore.

I’m trying to learn to stop shouting,
because it stopped listening. I’m trying
to stop seeing it as what it isn’t, and
what it can’t, but corpse pose still
makes me cry”

Instagram@franoflittlespoons



Rowan
X

“I fight to radically accept myself. We’re
told we’re not disabled enough. That
we just need to “try harder”. I’ve left
violent scars on my body and mind
trying to meet those expectations.

My disability is part of me, whether
anyone accepts that or not. It will stay
with me until I die. It’s time to integrate
and work with my disabilities instead of
trying to overcome them. No more
judgement, no more hate.

Acceptance doesn’t mean resignation,
or forcing myself to like my pain. What
it does mean is this; I have chronic
mental and physical disabilities, and I
am still a whole valuable person.”

Instagram@the_rowan_witch





Joana
She/Her

“Living with dyslexia was so hard to
comprehend at a young age. I cried
myself to sleep many times, baffled by
how easily things came to the people
around me. I must be STUPID I told
myself a million times.

I’ve had this continuous battle my entire
life, and a very few people truly know
what it’s taken for me to claw my way up
to just being average at academic tasks.

I’ve had people very close to me tell me
not to use it as an EXCUSE and this has
left scars and heartbreak just as
concealed as my disability. At least over
the years I’ve been able to change my
own attitude. Never again would I dare to
call myself stupid (unless claiming that
sheep are female goats). I am way too
proud of how far I’ve come”

Instagram@jo.ah.nah



Rain
They/Them

“It’s hard to love a body that hurts you,
but I’m giving it my best shot”

Instagram@itsindigobloom





Greer
She/They

“Having lived with gastroparesis for
several years now, my relationship with
my body is complicated. It’s constantly
aching, low energy, and has visually
changed beyond my ability to connect
with it.

I often don’t recognise my reflection, like
I’ve switched bodies in some kind of
freaky friday scenario, and I’m super
ready to switch back.

This body is also more socially
acceptable, what I’ve been conditioned to
want my whole life, so feeling upset about
it is a very confusing experience. I don’t
know how to heal my relationship with my
body but I’m trying to work on it.

I’d like to get to a place where
compliments don’t make me feel
congratulated for being sick.”

Instagram@triffidesque



Roo
She/Her

“Others have it worse” ~
accepting disability.

“Fraud! Loser! Lazy slob!” ~
depression/ anxiety/ ADHD.

“You’re like, the ideal shape” ~
restricted diet.

“But you’re a bundle of energy!
You dance everywhere!” ~
chronic hip pain.

Instagram@raychiedarlin
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